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Who is working on this project?

- Functional Team (RSPO)
  - Laura Dippold
  - Laura Ann Ikner-Price
  - Debbie Buettner
- Technical Team (ITACS)
  - Alan Pires
  - Alex Berkoff
The hows, whats and whys...

- How did we get here and why do we need a solution?
- What do we need?
- Why Kuali Coeus (KC)?
Cons of using KC

- New System
- Required to log in
- The word “Kuali”
Pros of using KC – Kuali/System

- Familiar interface
- On-demand route status for proposals
- Easy access to online documentation
- Integrates with KFS
- Quickly copy a previous proposal to a new document
- Integrated with CAS
Pros of using KC – Process

- Streamlined, updated and faster
- Paperless Navy
- No more downloading forms
- Enter information once
When will it be available?

- Beta testing begins next month!
- Additional testing Fall 2014
- Training begins Jan/Feb 2015
- Launch planned for Mar/Apr 2015
Keys to successful implementation

- Functional product
- Easy to use and access
- Support
Demo
Questions?